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QUESTION 1

Northern Trail Outfitters is planning to perform nightly batch loads into Salesforce from an external system with a custom
Java application using the and the CIO is curious about monitoring recommendations for the jobs from the Technical
Architect. 

Which two recommendations will help meet the requirements? Choose 2 answers 

A. Write the error response from the Bulk API status to a custom error logging object in Salesforce using an Apex trigger
and create reports on the object. 

B. Visually monitor in the Salesforce UI using the "Bulk Data Load Jobs in Salesforce in the setup menu. 

C. Set the Salesforce debug logs level to "finest" and add the user Id running the job to monitor in the "Debug Logs" in
the setup menu. 

D. Use the getBatchInfo method in the Java application to monitor the status of the jobs from the Java application. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

A global financial company sells financial products and services that include the following: 

1. 

Bank Accounts 

2. 

Loans 

3. 

Insurance The company has a core banking system that is state of the art and is the master system to store financial
transactions, financial products and customer information. The core banking system currently processes 10M financial
transactions per day. The CTO for the company is considering building a community port so 

that customers can review their bank account details, update their information and review their account financial
transactions. 

What should an integration architect recommend as a solution to enable customer community users to view their
financial transactions? 

A. Use Salesforce Connect to display the financial transactions as an external object. 

B. Use Salesforce Connect to display the financial transactions as an external object. 

C. Use Salesforce External Service to display financial transactions in a community lightning page. 

D. Use Iframe to display core banking financial transactions data in the customer community. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 3

Which two statements are correct about External ID? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. External IDs must be Text fields 

B. External IDs are always searchable 

C. External IDs fields are always unique 

D. External IDs can be used to upsert records 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

Northern Trail Outfitters needs to make synchronous callouts "available to promise" services to query product availability
and reserve inventory during customer checkout process. 

Which two considerations should an integration architect make when building a scalable integration solution? Choose 2
answers 

A. The typical and worst-case historical response times. 

B. The number batch jobs that can run concurrently. 

C. How many concurrent service calls are being placed. 

D. The maximum query cursors open per user on the service. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

A company needs to integrate a legacy on premise application that can only support SOAP API. After the Integration
Architect has evaluated the requirements and volume, they determined that the Fire and Forget integration pattern will
be most appropriate for sending data from Salesforce to the external application and getting response back in a strongly
typed format. 

Which integration capabilities should be used to integrate the two systems? 

A. Outbound Message for Salesforce to Legacy System direction and SOAP API using Enterprise WSDL for the
communication back from legacy system to salesforce. 

B. Platform Events for Salesforce to Legacy System direction and SOAP API using Partner WSDL for the
communication back from legacy system to salesforce. 

C. Platform Events for Salesforce to Legacy System direction and SOAP API using Enterprise WSDL for the
communication back from legacy system to salesforce. 
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D. Outbound Message for Salesforce to Legacy System direction and SOAP API using Partner WSDL for the
communication back from legacy system to salesforce. 

Correct Answer: A 
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